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PATTERN INSTRUCTIONS FOR FLOW TRANSFORMERS

1. Cut the fabric into two pieces alongside the middle (straight grain); body and leg (1)
2. Cut o� the cu�s (3) and sleeves (2)

Repeat following steps twice:
3. Fold the folds on each sleeve as indicated on the pattern, pin or stitch them to secure
4. Sew sleeve at the same position to body and leg, 1,5 cm seam allowance (double hem: 05,
     and 1 cm), split the hem and iron �at, topstitch each hem
5. Now hem one side (see at pattern) with double hem (1 and 3 cm), the side with neck hole will
be �nished later
6. After repeating steps 3 to 5; sew the two pieces together; green on green and red on red as
    indicated on the pattern, seam allowance is 1,5 cm !
7. (where the neck hole is) iron each seam allowance (double hem)and split hem (iron), topstitch
the hem all the way from sleeves, past the neck holen down to the leg,
8. Add snap fastener ribbon along side every hem, be careful ! Think about how and where you
    close the garment and which part of the snap fastener ribbon has to be in order to close it, my
    garment can be closed in di�erent ways: the sleeve and leg itself, you can also close the
    sleeve with body/leg part; this means you need both ribbons on the one side of the sleeve
    be aware of the same positioning of the snap fasteners !
9. Cu�; add fusible interfacing, fold in the middle alongside the length; right on right, sew as
    indicated yellow on the pattern, turn over the cu� and iron the edges, the open part �ts to the

sleeve, sew one side right on right, iron seam �at, iron the other seam allowance �at, use sink-
stitch on the right side between cu� and sleeve, be careful to stitch the seam allowance on

the other side, topstitch around the cu�
10. Stitch the hem of the leg (double hem; 1 and 3 cm)


